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 Part One: Reading  Comprehension:                                                                                                       (45 points) 

Question Number One: Read the texts below then answer the questions that follow.                          (25 points) 

Text A:  A new study into how the Internet is changing the nature of friendship has found that social networking sites 

like Facebook and Myspace don’t help people make more close friends . Although people (especially young people) 

using these sites claim to have thousands of ‘friends’, this research suggests that face-to-face contact is usually needed 

to form genuine relationships .  Many previous studies of friendship have established that the maximum number of 

people in a standard friendship group is 150, with about five of these regarded as close friends . This new study has 

found that, in terms of how many people we keep in regular contact with, these figures remain roughly the same for 

online friends . What’s more, the five closest friends of regular Internet users are likely to be people they have 

actually met . ‘To form close friendships, we need to be able to trust the other person,’ explains Dr Samuel Holiday, 

one of the report’s co-authors, ‘and with people that you only know through the Internet, you can’t even be sure 

they’re who they say they are.   
     

Text B: As someone who has made a lot of friends via the Internet, I’m tired of hearing that they’re not ‘real friends’. 

The argument seems to be that you can never really know someone unless you’ve actually met them. The fact is, 

though, that meeting someone is no guarantee that they’re who they say they are. I’ve met lots of people whose real 

character and intentions turned out to be different from those first presented. 

In fact, I regard some people I’ve met online as my closest friends. We actually have many interests in common, 

which is why we got together in the first place. The things I’m interested in are perhaps a bit unusual, and there’s little 

chance of meeting others with the same interests without the Internet. 

Compare this with people I met at school and haven’t seen or contacted for nearly twenty years, or people I know at 

work. I’m supposed to think of these as ‘real’ friends, and the ones I chat to nearly every day as just ‘Internet friends’. 

I’m told that these Internet friends are somehow less real, which doesn’t make sense. In my experience, friendships 

made online are just as real as the ones we happened to make face-to-face. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A. Complete the following table showing which of the two texts ………                          (6 points) 

1 is probably a news story. A B 

2 disagrees with a common belief. A B 

3 connects between sharing things and real friendship. A B 

4 says that face-to-face contact reveals the reality of friends. A B 
 

B. Say if each of the following sentences is T / F:(Which sentence helped you decide?)       (4 points) 

1.  The number of online close friends varies from that made through real life contact.     (         ) 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………. 

2.  According to text B, people we meet in real life don’t remain the same as the start of recognition.  (         ) 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………….. 
 

C. Answer the following questions:                                                                                                      (8 points) 

1. How are online friends  different from face-to-face  friends according to text B writer?                     (4 points) 

 online friends  face-to-face friends 

a 
 

………………………………………………………… 
 

a ………………………………………………………… 

b 
 

………………………………………………………… 
 

b …………………………………………………………. 

 2.  What do studies about friendship show?                                                                                              (2 points) 
     a.  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

     b.  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
 

 3. What controversial opinion  do the two texts discuss?                                                                          (2 points) 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

D. What does each of  the following refer to?                                                  (4 points) 
1. Text A: (150) Line 5:………………………………………… 

2. Text A: (they)  Line 8:……………………………………… 
3. Text B (those)    Line 4  ………………………………………………………………..……………… 

4. Text B:(we) Line 5: ……………………………………………………………….………………….. 

E. Complete the following sentences from the texts:(3 points) 
1.The writer of text (B) concludes that…………………………………………………………………………………… 
2.Text (A) indicates that ……………………...….and ……………….….………..are needed to form real friendship. 
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Question Number Two                                                                                                                                (20 points) 
 

Read the text below then answer the questions that follow: 
Time management is the process of planning and controlling how much time to spend on specific activities. Good 

time management enables an individual to finish more tasks in a shorter period of time, and lowers stress. That may 

also lead to career success. There are various tips and tricks that students can apply to hike their productivity and 

gain more success . Here are some of the simplest yet most effective tips. 

A: ________________________________________ 

A timetable is very vital thing for student since it is a key to enhance time management skills and to organize work. 

For students, the best way to organize their tasks or studies is to have a timetable in their room. Further, to ensure 

best learning practices, a student can organize his study sessions, subjects, breaks, and entertainment sessions well. 

B: ________________________________________ 

It means diverting a person’s attention from his current task. There are a lot of distractions in a student’s life. These 

can lead to mismanagement of time, gaining less knowledge in addition to making the period of study longer. Also, 

these distractions can vary from the favorite cartoon show of a student to social media or playing with friends. Not 

that a student should completely give up on his enjoyment and entertainment, but a student must organize his breaks 

well. If breaks are well organized, these distractions will not affect an individual’s work. For those who feel 

distracted by phones or social media, they can simply keep their phones off or in another room during their study 

sessions. 

C: ________________________________________ 

If students make their schedules too exhausting, they may not find enough time to rest or sleep. Therefore, they must 

manage their time in a way that they can follow a proper sleep schedule, or else they will suffer and will harm their 

health badly. Students definitely need to work hard to achieve their goals, but they must not drain themselves out in 

the process as it can hamper productivity. 

D: ________________________________________ 

When individuals exercise or do physical activities on a daily basis, the functioning of their mind improves, and 

memory gets sharper. With improved functioning of the mind, students will surely be able to manage their time better 

and have their productivity intact. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A.  Complete the paragraphs above with these titles:                                           (2 points) 
    1. Avoid distractions.      2. Give value to fitness.      3. Get enough sleep.      4.  Follow a timetable.  
 

B. Complete the following diagrams with correct information from the text.                  (6 points) 

1.  
Results of having distractions 

 
  

 
 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. 

 
 

C. Decide if each of the following is True or False:                                              (2 points) 

1.  Keeping your phone away from you can make you feel distracted.        (       ) 
2.  Physical exercises may strengthen your memory.    (       ) 
 

D:Complete the following:                                                                           (2 points) 

1.  The things that you can achieve as a result of  well-managed time are ……....….……......................................., 

     ……………………………..........................................and…………………………............................................... 

2.  The underlined word process refers to ………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

E. Answer the following questions:                                                                 ( 5 points)    

1.  What are the results for each of the following points:  

      a) Not sleeping properly: ………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

      b) Doing physical exercises: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Examples of things that can distract students

............................................................ .................................................... .................................................

__________________

__________________

_ ____________________

____________________ 

___________________

___________________

_ 

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/careers/how-to-job-guides/financial-analyst-guide-trifecta/
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2.  Why is it essential for students to have a timetable?  
      …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3.  What are the advantages of improving the functioning of the mind?  
     ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

F: Write correct tips from topics for the following students:                                  (3 points) 
1. : ……………………………………… 
 

 

2.       
 : ……………………………………… 
 

3.       
 : ……………………………………… 

 

                                                   Part Two: Vocabulary                                         (20 Points ) 
Question Number One:                                                                     (5 points) 

Match the words in the box with the correct definitions below:                             
  colleague    -    convinced    -    citizens    -    creative    -    acquaintance     

1.………………...…………………: someone you know (but not very well). 

2.………………...…………………:people who live in a country.  

3.………………...…………………:good at making artistic things.  

4.………………...…………………: Someone you work with.  

5.………………...…………………:sure/certain that something is true.  
 

Question Number Two:                                                                      (5 points) 

A. Complete the sentences below with words from the box:                                     (2 points)         

   inevitable    -    initial    -    confident    -    panic 

1.  A feeling of ………………………. happens when you stop thinking properly.    

2.  The accident was ……………………….consequence of  the high speed and carelessness.  

3.  My brother started going ………………………. quite young.    

4.  Their ………………………. reaction to the surprise was really funny.  
 

B. Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co- / mis-)                        (3 points) 

lead      -      operation      -      behave 

1.  ……………………………always help us to achieve our goals.  

2.  Don’t let his friendly manner ………………………….you.  

3.  Children often ……………………………in order to get attention.   
 

Question Number Three:                                                                    (6 points) 

Circle the correct answer. 

1.  They  ……………………. their guests in a cottage next to their house.        (caught up  -  put up) 

2.  The politicians will …………………………..their negotiations next week.  (carry on  -  come out) 

3.   The new equipment has been on………………….for several weeks.           (request  -  demand) 

4.   I’m   …………………….. I always accept the opinions of other people.      (flexible  -  inflexible) 

5.  …………………………..is more important than money.                                (description -  satisfaction) 

6.  His height makes him…………………… in the crowd.                                  (come out  -  stand out) 
 

Question Number Four:                                                                     (4 points) 

B. Match words from the two boxes to make fixed phrases. Then use the phrases to complete the 

    sentences below: 
unintended   -   highest   -   foundation   -   like  minded   -   priority   -   meaning   -   course 

 

1.  Being with…………………………  …………………………people makes the job much more enjoyable. 

2.  A…………………………  …………………………is a good way to prepare someone for university study. 

3.  The government is giving……………………………  ……………………………to industrial development. 

4.  It could be embarrassing to say something with…………………………  ………………………… 

 
 
 
 
 

I waste most of my time on social media sites.  

I have so many tasks to do.  

I feel tired because of my crowded schedule.  
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                                                        Part Three: Language                                        (20 Points ) 
Section A:   Answer All the questions in this section.                          أجب  عن جميع أسئلة هذا القسم       (10  points) 

Question Number One.                                                                    (5 points) 
A. Complete these sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets.               (3 points) 
1. He……………..….…...in hospital for 20 days because he ………………...a terrible accident.        (stay - have) 

2. The number of smart phones users ……………………………………………..rapidly these days.    (increase) 

3. A:What …………………….……... you ………………….…………...when the dog attacked you?   (do) 

    B:I……………………………………………………... in my morning and daily exercise.                 (run) 

4. By 2018, there………………………………………...three schools in my village.                            (be) 
 

B. Circle the correct verb forms:                                                                                                                 (2 points) 

1. I feel like (inviting  / to invite) my friends to my birthday party. 

2. The doctor  advised me (to not drink / not to drink) too much coffee. 

3.  Curious people never stop (asking  /  to ask) questions . They want to know everything. 

4.  At last ! I’ve remembered (to bring  /  bringing)  the calculator you lent me last week. Here it is. 

Question Number Two.                                                                                                   (5 points)                                                               
A. Complete the sentences with(may well / will  probably  / won't  / might).                                          (2 points)                                                              

1.  I’m not  sure yet, but I ………………………………… catch the 9:30 train .  

2.  After graduating, he ………………………………… be the perfect teacher. He  is really ambitious.  

3.  You obviously…………………………………  get the job if you don’t apply for it. 

4.  We ………………………………… arrive there on time, but I don’t think so.  
 

B. Report the following questions:                                                                  (3 points) 

1.  Do you study alone ? 

     The teacher asked me……………………………………………………………………. 

2.  Where is the nearest pharmacy? 

     The old man asked me…………………………………………………………………… 

3.  Why didn’t you phone me last night? 

     Suha asked Laila…………………………………………………………………..…….. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Section B:                                                                                                                         (10 points) 

Answer TWO questions from this section. (1,  2,3) أجب عن سؤالين فقط من هذا القسم 

Question Number One.                                                                   (5 points)                                                                
A. Complete the sentences using(will / be going to / present continuous)with the verbs in the box.(2 points) 

take   -   begin   -   wash   -   fall 
 

1.  Look ! The boy ………..……………………..off the tree. He is standing on a weak branch.              

2.  Please take your seats. This concert ………..…………………….. in few minutes.                     

3.  Ahmed won't be here next week because he………..……………………..the whole week off . 

4.  He’s filling the packet with water. He ………..…………………….. the car.  
 

B. Do as required in brackets:                                                                                                          (3 points) 

1.  Anyone who had a ticket was allowed to enter the park.    (Make a reduced relative clause) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.  A dangerous dog bit the farmer.     (Form a question about the underlined part ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………?  

3.  We don’t think he’d score any goal in this match as he bruised his knee.  (Show a 10%possibility) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

(5 points)                                                                                                                    .Question Number Two 

.mistake in each sentence oneCorrect the mistakes in the sentences below. There’s only  
 

1.  I’d  love  coming with you to the party , but I’m really busy.                  ……………………………………… 

2.  He’s never been late to school, isn’t he .?                                                 ……………………………………… 

3. The electing  president is addressing  the public tonight  at 8 o’clock.     ……………………………………… 

4. The weather forecast says  it will be sunny and warm tomorrow.             ……………………………………… 

5.None understood this point until the teacher explained it twice.                ……………………………………… 
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Question Number Three.                                                                                                                            (5 points)    

Circle the letter of the correct answer:  
1.  This is the last and ………………………match  that determines the ………………………team  

      a)  decided / winning           b) deciding / won           c) deciding / winning           d) decided/ won                          

2.  She’d  cut the fruits then she put them on a plate. 

      a) hadn’t she?                      b) wouldn’t she?            c) didn’t she ?                       d) had she? 

3.  Be careful !Everything ………………………dangerous in this old building . 

      a) look                                 b) looks                          c) is looking                          d) is looking  

4.  The man sitting next to me during the flight was very nervous, it seems he ……………………by plane before.  

     a) has never travelled            b) had travelled                c) had never travelled         d) was travelling 

5.Who knows? This work ………………………take as long time as you think. 

     a) isn’t going to                    b) could not                      c) won’t                               d) may not 
 

                                                              Part Four: Writing                                               (15 Points) 
Write on ONE of the following topics:  اكتب في احد الموضوعين التاليين 

 

A.: The use of technology has become a necessity.  

Write an essay to t Discuss this statement in terms of : 
- Forms of modern communications (emails, faxes mobile phones, texting services, video conferences….) 

- Use of technology communication for both individuals and businesses….  

- Advantages and disadvantages of the use of technology for each  

 

B. Write an essay about:  “Stepping out the comfort zone is something preferable by some people. Other  

people prefer to stay in their comfort zone.” 

Paragraph (1):  What do you know about the comfort zone?  

Paragraph (2): Why it is a good idea to step outside the comfort zone. / when is stepping outside the comfort  

                           zone not preferable?  

Paragraph (3):  Advantages and disadvantages of staying in the comfort zone. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Finished 


